
Keep lettuce and produce  
fresh and crisp.
Nothing ruins a salad or wrap more than unfresh produce. With Silver 
King cold holding units, keep lettuce and other produce fresh and crisp 
by storing them in the perfect holding environment. Available in mobile, 
countertop, and wall mount options, these units are uniquely designed to 
support your menu offerings keeping  ingredients fresh for days. Focus on 
the meat of your business with Silver King cold holding.

n Environmentally friendly R290 refrigerant
n Stainless steel exterior with galvanized bottom
n Stainless steel interior with coved corners and finished edges
n Mobile, countertop and wall mount options
n High-efficiency refrigeration system  
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Consumers are demanding better quality ingredients with ‘better-for-me’ attributes, 
but using fresh produce is challenging in QSR restaurants. Fresh ingredients require an 
atmosphere-controlled environment to maintain quality and extend shelf life. Silver King 
cold holding units provide the perfect holding environment for any fresh produce with  
the flexibility of countertop, wall mount, or mobile storage options.  
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To learn more about Cold Holdings, visit silverking.com

Heavy-Duty 
Construction

Eco-Friendly 
Refrigerant 

With a stainless steel 
exterior, galvanized 
bottom high strength door 
or drawers promotes long-
life under the harshest 
commercial kitchen 
environments.  

All Silver King equipment 
features R290 refrigerant, 
one of the most 
environmentally friendly 
choices with a global 
warming potential (GWP) 
of 3. R290 is proven safe, 
readily available, and 
familiar to service teams. 

Mobile, 
Countertop and 
Wall Mounts

Cold Wall 
Refrigeration 
System

Maximize pan 
configurations and keep 
toppings chilled with 
refrigerated elevated and 
undercounter storage. 

Keeping lettuce and 
other ingredients fresh 
and crisp is critical to any 
operation. Silver King cold 
holding units are uniquely 
designed to store any 
produce using its cold wall 
refrigeration.  

Easy to Clean
High-Density 
Insulation

The stainless interior with 
coved corners, finished 
edges, plus removeable 
lids make cleaning simple. 

Foamed-in-place, CFC-free 
polyurethane insulation 
keeps cold air in while 
strengthening the unit 
— improving overall cost 
savings.

EASY TO CLEAN

HEAVY-DUTY CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

HIGH-DENSITY INSULATION

MOBILE, COUNTERTOP AND 
WALL MOUNTS

COLD WALL 
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM


